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introduction

Work supported by the Swedish Research Council
(Vetenskapsr̊adet, Dnr 2012-5743) and Riksbankens
Jubileumsfond (Dnr NHS14-2068:1).

Anders Brun (Image Analysis, UU); Lasse
Mårtensson (Swedish, University of Gävle); Fredrik
Wahlberg, Kalyan Ram Ayyalasomayajula, Tomas
Wilkinson (Image Analysis, PhD students).

http://www.it.uu.se/research/project/q2b
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introduction

Book, 14th Century
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introduction

Church records, early 18th Century
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introduction

Handwritten Text Recognition (HTR)

I Text-oriented tasks

I Transcription

I Search
I Text-image alignment

I Metadata retrieval

I Language, date, scribe etc.

I Fragment joining

I Palaeographical analysis

Requires digitized manuscripts; quality is crucial.
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introduction

Why is HTR difficult?

I Personal, regional, etc. variation.

I Local variation: motorical irregularity, impact
of pen, behaviour of ink, paper/parchment, etc.

I Continuous signal, local ambiguity, reduction,
slant, slope, etc.

I Two-dimensional data (images) (whereas
electronic text and speech are linear).

I Digitization artifacts: scale, resolution, light
conditions, rotation, bending.
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introduction

Why is historical HTR difficult?

I Historical language stages – even more
variation.

I Linguistic complexity: Use of abbrevations,
ligatures. Allography. Layout. Different writing
styles.

I Manuscripts change over time.
Paper/parchment might have darkened, been
stained, or damaged. Ink might have changed
its colour, or bled through the sheets.

I Layers of writing from different times.
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introduction

Layers, slope, illumination, stains

St Gallen, Stiftsbibl., 60. 8th Century.
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introduction

Typical methods in HTR

I Supervised machine learning

Data needed: Manuscript images annotated
by linguists.

I Useful: text-image alignment finds the
associations letter-by-letter between manuscript
images and electronic text.

I Unsupervised methods find structure in
images without being guided by human
annotation.
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introduction

“Summula” by Laurentius of Vaksala

Style: textualis. Early 14th Century. Cod. Ups. C64.
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introduction

Elementary writing components

Letters:
a s (1) s (2)

Abbreviations:

Ligatures:

“Bigrams”:

(C64 – extracted by the system to be presented.)
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introduction

Clustering of writing elements

I Purpose: Automatic recognition of recurring
image elements, such as letters.

I “Unsupervised” – no need for annotated data.
Rather, help in annotation.

I Regions of ink identified. Segmentation guided
by estimated pen width.

I Clustering – grouping of similar elements (with
the aim of finding linguistically relevant
categories).
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introduction

Codex Upsaliensis C61

Swedish. Early 16th Century.
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introduction

C61, another page. Same scribe?
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introduction

C61 (mixed two hands – two clusters)

[0]

[1]

[2]

[3]

Spreads 4–5, 6–7, 8–9, and 10-11.
One cluster of 24.
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introduction

C61 (mixed two hands – two clusters)

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

Spreads 124–125, 126–127, 128-129, and 130–131.
Another of the 24 clusters.
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introduction

How to evaluate clustering results?

I Purity of a cluster: ratio of elements belonging
to the most frequent class (after manual
analysis).

I Which clusters are established? (E.g. with a
50% purity.)

I Recall.

I Splitting of categories into several clusters.

I Overlapping or underlapping of proposed
elements.
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pipeline

Letter class extraction pipeline

I Scaling

I Ink-parchment classification
of pixels (binarization).

I Writing segment extraction
– “connected components” of ink.

I Segmentation of writing elements
i.e. plausible letters, etc.

I Clustering
I Primary clustering (DBSCAN).

I Extension of clusters by a classification procedure.
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pipeline

Binarization

colour

greyscale

binarized
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pipeline

Binarization

colour

greyscale

binarized
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pipeline

Glyph extraction

I Connected components of ink, which are
assumed to form writing sequences, are
identified.

I They are segmented into smaller pieces
expected to correspond to relevant
components.

I Segmentation is guided by typical pen width,
wp, estimated as the most common width of
sequences of continuous horizontal ink pixels
separated by at least two pixels of background.
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pipeline

Connected components
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pipeline

Glyph segmentation

(Parameter settings for experiment reported shortly.)

I Vertical cuts are proposed where the pixel
column sum of ink is thinnest, and not thicker
than 0.9wp, and not closer to another cut than
a certain distance, 3.0wp.

I Segments between cuts are fed to the
clustering module, if their width is between
3.0wp and 6.0wp.

I Height outliers are removed.
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pipeline

Letter model

Distribution of ink (5×7 cells).

Top and bottom contour (5
segments).

Left and right dito (7 segments).

Fraction of transitions
vertically into 1, 2, and 3 zones
of ink, respectively (5 segments).

Dito horizontally (7 segments).

I.e. 95 features, fi ∈ [0.0,1.0].
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pipeline

Similarity metric

Each letter candidate now corresponds to a point in
a feature space.

The similarity metric is based on Euclidean distance.

distance(I ,J) =

√
n
∑
i=1

(Ii − Ji)
2

similarity(I ,J) = 1.0
1.0−distance(I ,J)

if a size constraint is met; otherwise
similarity(I ,J) = 0.
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pipeline

Primary clustering (DBSCAN)

Clustering is performed by means of the
density-based algorithm DBSCAN.
Its operation is guided by two parameters:

I ε (epsilon): the minimal similarity between two
points which are to be considered neighbours
to each other.

I minPts: the minimum number of neighbouring
points required for the formation of a dense
region. (minPts = 9 for the experiments
reported here.)
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pipeline

DBSCAN

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DBSCAN
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pipeline

ε estimation

I The system estimates a value for ε from an
assumption about the probability of two
randomly selected image elements being that
close to each other. Our experiments suggest
that choosing an ε which corresponds to this
probability being 0.005 is a good choice for the
clustering.

(For English electronic text the character-level
probability is around 0.07.)
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pipeline

Extension of clusters by classification

I DBSCAN leaves some segments outside of the
clusters (because they lie ouside of
“neighbourhoods” as defined by ε and minPts).

I In a second step these segments are assigned to
the same cluster as the most similar clustered
segment if the similarity is ≥ ε .
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experiment 1

C61 – a third hand
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experiment 1

C61 – same page, detail

om vy skwlom ey leffwa och ätha till mätthe
if we will not live and eat until satisfied

äpter kötzsenß lwsta / hwy gaff thw oss syälffß
according to the pleasure of the flesh / why did you give us self

waldh om vy skwlom ey fölghya varom eghnō
control if we will not follow our own
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experiment 1

Clustering C61, 546–577 (16 images)

I 16 spreads, i.e. 32 pages.

I Parameter settings as described before:

I Cuts max. 0.9wp ink, not closer than 3.0wp.
Segments between 3.0wp and 6.0wp.

I ε such that probability 0.005 of two segments
being that similar.

I minPts = 9.

I 35 clusters with 7364 elements. An additional
2362 segments not clustered.
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experiment 1

C61 – same detail again

om vy skwlom ey leffwa och ätha till mätthe
äpter kötzsenß lwsta / hwy gaff thw oss syälffß
waldh om vy skwlom ey fölghya varom eghnō
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experiment 1

C61, 546–577 (16 images)
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experiment 2

Cod. Sang. 562 (St Gallen)

“St. Gallische Carolina des 9./2 Jhs. [. . . ] mit dünner Feder

sehr elegant geschrieben”. www.e-codices.unifr.ch.
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experiment 2

Clustering Cod. Sang. 562, 004–019

I 16 pages.

I (1) Parameter settings as for C61:
30 clusters with 12470 elements; 4279
unclustered. Overextraction of “minims”
(2500), e.g.

r/t and r/s being mixed in large clusters.

I (2) Modified: Thinner cuts, max. 0.4wp.
Segments between 4.0wp and 6.0wp.

13 clusters with 2741 elements; 3131
unclustered. All clusters pure letter classes.
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experiment 2

Cod. Sang. 562
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experiment 2

Cod. Sang. 562, 004–019 (16 images)
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experiment 3

Cod. Sang. 562, a third experiment

I Previously,
(2) Thinner cuts, max. 0.4wp. Segments
between 4.0wp and 6.0wp.

I (3) Trying to catch “m”:
Even thinner cuts, max. 0.2wp. Wider
segments – between 5.0wp and 8.0wp.

19 clusters with 2653 elements; 1304
unclustered. All clusters pure letter classes,
except lo anf li/lu.
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experiment 3

Same data. Updated parameters.
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Results of parameter settings (3) versus settings (2).
All clusters pure. I – majuscule.
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experiment 4

Cod. Sang. 562, a fourth experiment

I Previously,
(3) Thin cuts, max. 0.2wp. Segments between
5.0wp and 8.0wp.

I New settings, trying to catch minuscule i:
(4) No cutting i.e. max. 0. Segments between
1.0wp and 3.0wp.

Result: 1 cluster (!) with 262 minuscule i’s
(purity > 90%).
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conclusions

Prospects for development

Repeat several times for unannotated segments:

I Segment and cluster

I Annotate/correct the reasonably pure ones
(human intervention)

I Combine with other methods

Add methods for automatically

I finding optimal parameter settings

I evaluating clusters
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conclusions

Conclusions

I Clustering allows us to find classes of letters
and other writing elements in handwriting.

I Almost all components in the pipeline can be
modified (binarization, segment extraction,
feature model, similarity metric, clustering
algorithm, clustering settings).

I The present design oriented towards book
styles.
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